Danielle Oyewo

danielle.oyewo@gmail.com

Freelance Photographer

Portfolio

WORK EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

Private

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Freelance Photographer
Seattle, WA | 2014 - current

·
·
·
·
·

Worked with 100+ clients ranging from small businesses to private events
in understanding customer needs then exceeding expectations in the
resulting images leading to a 5 star rating on Yelp
Leveraged expert knowledge of professional digital photography
equipment and digital workﬂows leading to an average turnaround time
of 5 days from shoot to ﬁnal images

(123) 456-7890
Seattle, WA
LinkedIn

Communication
Imagination
Framing
Passionate
Flexible
Editing
Post-processing

Quickly developed rapport with clients and fostered open
communication which aligned expectations and reduced re-shoots by
55%

EDUCATION

Processed all images in post-production using the Adobe suite while
incorporating customer feedback

Photography

Worked closely with small businesses in retail to create images for digital
marketing leading to an average increase in sales of 15% through more
effective advertising

Bachelor of Arts
Washington State
University
2002 - 2006
Pullman, WA

Nooklyn
Photographer
Seattle, WA | 2010 - 2014

·
·
·

Served as onsite photographer, leading shoots for new apartment listings
resulting in revenue of over $700k for the business
Iteratively learned which features of speciﬁc apartments were the most
appealing to would-be tenants leading to more effective photographs in
25% less time
Coordinated with tenants, landlords, and prospective customers to
schedule shoots and incorporate necessary touch-ups in post production

Swiss Re
Ofﬁce Manager
Seattle, WA | 2007 - 2010

·
·
·
·

Oversaw ofﬁce operations including personnel, work schedules,
information management, ﬁling systems, and requisition of supplies to
reduce administrative costs by $50,000 annually
Managed billing process improvements to ensure accurate and complete
information to facilitate accurate charges for customers leading to an
increase in on-time payments of 40%
Developed relationships with vendors and service providers, and ensured
all invoices were paid on time
Coordinated schedules for on-site candidate interviews to reduce the
average time-to-hire by 4 days

